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808

Director: Meilani Wenska 12:00
A Native Hawaiian woman longing for home and family
is confronted with murder, corruption and lies upon her
return.

4TH ROW CENTER

Director: Debra Markowitz 9:30
A fallen Broadway star’s addiction collides into his
biggest fan...his daughter.

A NEW BEGINNING - CHRONICLES
OF AN ARTY LONELY MAN
Director: Giovanni Nodari 6:20
Fabrizio Firense has spent his whole life trying to
become an acclaimed writer.

www.culvercityfilmfestival.com
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A ROSE BY ANY OTHER NAME

Director: Kareema Bee 14:40
A young professional changes her name on her resume
in order to get the dream job she wants.

A SHORE

Directors: Sam Gilberg &
Armand Dov Brescia 18:59
In the dwindling hours of summer’s last sunset, two
friends speculate about their futures, and reveal hidden
fears, insecurities and desires.

A STORY OF COURAGE

Director: Ariana Feiner 5:24
A short documentary following a young woman with
a rare medical condition who turns her own health
challenges into an opportunity to help others.

AFFECTION OF A TIGER

Director: Khalid Abdulqaadir 10:10
From terrorist to top secret.

AFTER PARKLAND

Director: Beth Mendelson 19:37
After Parkland tells the intimate and moving story of
families of Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
navigating their way through grief, and searching for
new meaning in the immediate days ...

ALASKA LONG HUNTERS

Director: Mark Rose 43:56
True-life story of a young pilot who experienced God
while flying in Alaska’s frontier Arctic.

ALONE APART

Directors: Arek Zasowski, Pat Ceasar,
Maegan Coke 4:00
Due to the global COVID-19 pandemic lockdown, unable
to return home to his wife and daughter, musician Mark
is stuck at his Mother’s house in Scotland.

A
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AMENDS

Director: Cyrus Jabbari 8:29
A former convict sets out to reconnect with his family
before the world ends.

AMERICAN HATE

Director: Daniel Brea 26:10
A true story of an East Indian immigrant couple whose
lives are shattered by an unexpected hate crime in
Olathe, Kansas fueled by anti-immigrant and racist
rhetoric after the 2016 election.

ANA

Director: Tari Robinson 25:00
Fans, Money, Acclaim, Emptiness for 15-year old Ana.

ANNA

Director: Dekel Berenson 14:59
Living in war-torn Eastern Ukraine Anna is an aging
single mother who is desperate for a change. Lured by a
radio advertisement, she goes to party with a group of
American men who are touring the country ...

ARKANSAS ROCK AND ROLL
SOUL ROYALTY - THE CATE
BROTHERS BAND

Director: Benjamin Meade 1:03:00
The history and current performances of a legendary
band in Northwest Arkansas who spawned The Band...

ARTIFICIAL SOULDIER

Director: Jason Gonzalez 17:19
A Latino superhero.

AS IS

Director: Brock Spady 18:47
Freddie, a telegram delivery messenger, has no problem
telling it like it is, unless it’s about himself.

8
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AWAKENING TO A SPIRIT

Directors: Vibhas P. A. Kendzia,
Sandra Wasko-Flood 34:58
A Special Purpose Documentary and Interview of Artist,
Poet and Labyrinth Worker Sandra Wasko-Flood.

BAD COP BAD COP IN QUARANTINE

Director: Lala Costa 5:30
In a world where the word “great” is horrible, “bad” must
be good.

BAD COP BAD COP THE DANCE

Director: Lala Costa 6:53
In a world where the word “great” is horrible, “bad” must
be good.

BATHTUB CHRONICLES

Director: Rebecca Ruhm 28:13
Arriving home from the mental hospital, still broken from
being sexually assaulted by an ex, Robby begins a wild
healing journey with her therapist to reconnect with
herself, her parents and current boyfriend.

BEAUTY BRAINS & PERSONALITY

Director: Emmett Loverde 1:31:06
Three women define themselves and their friendship
beyond a one-dimensional view of beauty, brains, and
personality.

BEHIND THE NAME; SHAKESPEARE:
POWER, LUST, SCORN & SCANDAL
Director: Robin Phillips 1:39:00
Who created the most extraordinary works of iambic
thunder in the English language? And who lived the
courtly life described in the works of Shakespeare?

BIG BONS

Director: Katherine Montgomery 18:12
Deep in the former mining territory of Michigan’s
remote Upper Peninsula, a female-run strip club fights
to stay open to provide a safe space for members of its
community.
9
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BIG TONY’S BALLET

Director: Dan Rutkowski 30:00
A recently divorced ex-mobster begins noticing his 7
year-old sons inclination towards ballet.

BITCHIN’ BIBLES

Director: Jillian Ruvalcaba 5:13
Chaos ensues when two 1970s Bible salesmen witness a
murder at a client’s house.

BLACK DENIM JUSTICE

Director: Eric Stormoen 6:44
A lone-wolf cop must face his demons when a tragedy
from his past resurfaces.

BLACK HEART RED HANDS

Director: Russell Southam 15:00
A first-time killer learns what it really takes to pull off the
perfect crime.

BLACK SISYPHUS: MYTH & MORE

Director: Michael Taylor 12:46
An explororation of the philosophical aspects of the
human condition through the life of protagonist Jamal,
played by Actor Marcus Henderson (Get Out, Whiplash,
Django Unchained, Insidious 4, Snowfall).

BLOCK ISLAND

Director: Jeffrey Douglas 1:13:18
When a storm hits, a screenwriter and several women
from his past are trapped in a house whose dark history,
as well as their own, begins to haunt them.

BLUE LODGER

Director: Bryan Robinson 3:33
Explore the world of the Blue Lodger.

10
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BOTTLE MONSTER

Director: Marjorie DeHey 1:34:34
Desperate to escape her life, an alcoholic mother and
her young son end up in a strange house where she is
forced to face her own demons when they are confronted with real-life monsters.

BRIDES OF JESUS

Director: Joe Bartone, Jose Zambrano
Cassella 16:19
A young nun auditions for a girl rock band.

BROKEN VOWS:
STORIES OF SEPARATION

Director: S. McFadden-Curtis 1:36:08
BOUND BY PRECEDENTBROKEN VOWS: Stories of
Separation takes you into the lives of women, their
personal stories, and tales of those caught in crossfire...

www.culvercityfilmfestival.com
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CALL FOR FIRE

Director: Sean Kinney 1:42:11
A Tragic Shakespearean comedy for the modern war.

CANCER

Director: Vatsal Patel 25:00
A quirky and biracial medical resident, who is loved
by his cancer patients, becomes an enigma for the
bureaucratic Cancer Center.

CASSETTE

Director: Ilya Polyakov 8:09
A young man working the graveyard shift at an old
video store soon discovers something very sinister
about the place.

CHARLIZE

Director: Gülnigar Nurhikim 5:38
A hundred years into the future, a recluse programmer
has only one “social” relationship, that is with his allknowing, decision-making AI device, which eventually
chooses a girlfriend for him.

CHATEAU SAUVIGNON: TERROR

Director: D.M. Night Maire 13:10
A gruesome coming of age story about a vintner son’s
disobedience and desire to care for his ailing mother.

CICADAS

Director: Evan Murray 17:49
Reckoning with life alone as his friends leave for college,
a young man tries to find a way out of small town life in
their last summer together.

CO-VID 19 PREVENTION FEATURING
BAMBOONI’S
Director: Charlie Hargett 4:00
Bambooni’s continue to help the humans through a
terrible pandemic and educate them on how to defeat
Covid-19.
12
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COLLECTORS VOL 1

Director: Anthony Gentile 11:00
In search of one of a kind rideable art, 3 strangers
illustrate a craft surfing community by telling a universal
story of friendship and the desire for fun.

CONVERSATIONS IN CARS

Director: Shana Gagnon 6:37
Three siblings process the suicide of a close family
member in the car, taking a break during his funeral.

CORNONA DATING

Director: Rodja Martin Tröscher 5:00
How is dating possible in pandemic times?

COVID CURE BREAKTHROUGH

Directors: Tara Walker,
Crispin Rosenkranz 5:22
As our heroes wax poetic of pre-pandemic life, they
stumble across a discovery they believe will end the
dreadful Covid-19 virus.

CRYING LADY
WHITEHOUSE RAP 2020

Director: Patricia Ceasar 3:35
With a sense of humor and eminence seriousness, a
woman owns her election night tears to illustrate how
the Presidents lies can truly hurt so many people ...

DAMNATION

Director: Sean Decker 23:05
A woman is tormented by visions of murdering her
husband, but she cannot decipher what is and what is
not real as she continues to have visions and supernatural visitations.

DDT 1ST 3 EPISODES

Director: Monica Huntington 48:00
A positively wacky designer and her misfit crew finally
come up with the winning idea, and bumble their way
to success.

13
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DEADLINE

Director: Joel M. Barkow 21:52
Some actors will do anything for a chance to act. “Whatta mean there’s consequences?!

DEFYING ALL ODDS

Director: Caroleen Moise 1:11:46
Diagnosed with an incurable disease, an American
mother and medical doctor develops an unconventional
approach in the hopes to save her own life.

DENVER TO BOSTON

Director: Joseph Marcello 25:29
A famed musician reconnects with his ex-girlfriend over
the tragedy of their dying young child while trying to
keep the world out of their private life.

DEPTH OF PYAAR

Director: Mukesh Asopa 1:33:06
A Mukesh Asopa Film.

14
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DETACH

Director: Frankie Ingrassia 13:47
Denied a girls’ night out, Sophia, a teenage influencer,
pushes the limits of the mother-daughter relationship as
she attempts to DETACH.

DINOSAURS IN SPACE:
BOUGHT FOR A SONG

Director: Nick Adams 3:00
A musician dinosaurs wants to buy a spaceship.

Official Selection
CULVER CITY
Film Festival

DIVERTIMENTO

Director: Keyvan Sheikhalishahi 30:00
Jonas Olsen (Kellan Lutz), a chess player haunted by a
tragic past, is given an opportunity to participate in a
mysterious game, Divertimento.

www.culvercityfilmfestival.com
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DO YOU HEAR ME, AMERICA?

Director: Aiden Ko 5:06
Two Americans are sexually harassed and racially
discriminated against, but they fight back to have their
voice heard.

DOLLARS AND SENSE

Director: Nick Bradshaw 22:21
Reuniting for the first time in years, an estranged Father
and Son attempt to reconcile missed opportunities.

DON’T MAKE IT AWKWARD

Director: Nikki Estridge 6:31
Kate Manopolous just wants to get through her yearly
gynecology appointment and out the door, but the new
doctor and staff‘s unorthodox approach to treating their
patients makes Kate’s entire experience awkward ...

DREAM

Director: Maxi Witrak 3:21
Debut music video for Mik & Maxi, a poppunk duo from
Los Angeles, CA.

DROWN THE CLOWN

Director: Justin Viggiano 1:34:34
A grieving mother on a new job as a night security
guard sees her dead child’s clown doll move from her
desk and reappear in disturbing ways.

EMPTY

Director: Nye Green 14:44
Will wakes up to find himself in an empty world where
he must re-live key moments from his past and come to
terms with his mistakes if he is ever to find his family...

ETHICOOL

Director: Yongmin Hwang 6:30
A young woman’s hunts for social media cred leads to a
showdown.

16
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EVERGREEN

Director: Paul Goodman 1:35:00
Two mutual acquaintances agree to ride together from
Los Angeles to San Francisco but end up going a bit
farther, lost in the charm of the road and the Americana
of the Pacific Northwest.

EXCEPTIONAL MINDS PROMO MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

Director: H. Hoffman, S. Sackett 5:24
Animated promo video for Exceptional Minds - a non
profit visual effects and animation school and studio for
young adults on the autism spectrum.

FATHER DAUGHTER

Director: Sophia Costanzo 5:39
When a young girl gets into a fight at school, her mother
tries to bring more religion into her life. On the other
hand, her father, a former Cuban boxer, wants to teach
her spirituality through learning how to fight ...

FIRE UNDERGROUND

Director: Nick Crockett 15:00
An animated fantasy inspired by the industrial history
of Appalachia, which pitches myths of forgotten forests,
crawling proto-reptiles, and chthonic infernos against
labor history, natural history, and folk culture.

FIRST HOLIDAY

Director: Matt Gold 12:21
A recent widow tries to find some normalcy at her “first
holiday” despite her not-so-normal guests.

FITZGERALD’S FLASK

Director: Philip Snyder &
Robert M. Snyder 26:10
A fantasy mixture of Roaring Twenties silent film cinema
and futuristic science fiction.

FLORA

Director: Javier Kühn 13:00
A Victorian story about life, death and everything in
between.
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FREEDOM LOVE GOLD

Director: Christina Hodel 1:10:00
Via a secret and dangerous train journey, one family
saves the Hungarian National Treasury during WWII by
organizing the greatest evacuation of wealth in cultural
history.

FRIENDZONED

Director: Chuck Copeland 6:35
When you are stuck in the “Friendzone” with your
perfect soulmate, who is in a relationship with someone
else, you hire “Delores” to break up the couple so that
you can have your chance at happily ever after ...

FURCA

Director: Marisa Hood 14:36
After another morning of mundane interactions with
her boyfriend, a woman reaches her breaking point and
throws a fork across the room.

GAMAN

Director: Ben Tomimatsu 2:30
A dejected girl searches for solace from the desolation
of a World War II Japanese internment camp.

GASTROPOD

Director: Allison Bergman 15:00
The Rice Family’s lives are turned upside down when a
mysterious discovery is revealed on their property.

GATEWAY

Director: Dana Richie 39:49
A film thoughtfully told through the eyes and hearts of
everyday American families who were introduced to
opioids after surgery and go on to battle with addiction
– either personally or as a caregiver to a loved one.

GIRL AT THE TOP OF THE MAST

Director: Steve Mellin 19:35
During a rough night at sea, the men won’t help because
the only true leader is a girl.

18
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GOOD HELP IS SO HARD TO FIND

Director: Jake Isaacs 7:44
Brendan and Lizzie, a millennial couple in a constant
state of simmering crisis, try to find the right couple’s
therapist.

HAMMER AND NAILS

Director: Patrick Hodgson 16:20
An isolated loner tries to stop the voices in his head
during a pandemic.

HARLEM RISING: A COMMUNITY
CHANGING THE ODDS
Director: Rayner Ramirez 1:41:41
What does it take to end the cycle of poverty?

HASH

Director: Alex Dawe 21:02
A gifted cryptography coding expert as he is plunged
into a world of deceit, espionage and conspiracy.

HAVASU: IN THE EYE OF A STORM
Director: Jamon Holmes 39:46
Action on Lake Havasu.

HERE LIES LAUREN

Director: Jonathan Rome 13:45
Alex attends his abusive mother’s funeral to read a eulogy that fully encapsulates their negative relationship but
must question his morals when he learns how she has
changed over the six years that they’d been separated.

HIGH SCORE

Director: Serena Ryen & Ethan Itzkow
15:57
As his personal life unravels, a burgeoning white
supremacist descends into an abyss of online
radicalization and extremist conspiracy theories.
19
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HIGHLAND HOME

Director: Zach Stevens 4:59
A poignant tale of longing and loss is revealed when a
timeworn journal transports a young girl to a place of
enchanting wonders.

HOURGLASS

Director: Charlie G. 9:00
A young man named Brian is introduced to an Hourglass
with a mysterious power to bring a loved one back to
life for an hour.

HOURS OF OPERATION

Director: Freddy Hernandez 14:47
A grieving father is given a chance at redemption to
save the daughter he thought he had lost.

HOW TO FALL IN LOVE
IN A BROTHEL

Director: Sunhui Chang 11:00
Two young Koreans struggling to find their place in a
hard world, find love in an unexpected and unlikely
setting.

HOWARD (ORIGINAL)

Director: Natalie Rodriguez 1:35:09
A washed-up screenwriter encounters with more than
just selling a story, a studio rejection, and writer’s block
when his pet cat comes to life.

I CARE BUT I AM DONE TRYING

Director: Ian Rayburn 10:33
Mourning the loss of her romantic relationship, a grieving woman takes a drastic measure to move on from the
pain and memories for good.

I LIKE YOU

Director: Gabrielle Pearson 27:30
A short film that acts as a voice for women and survivors of sexual assault, honing in on the ripple effect it
has on communities.

20
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I WAS BORN A GOOD GIRL

Director: Clarence Williams IV 10:52
Two sexually confident high school seniors try to
educate their introverted peers on the importance of
losing their virginity before graduation.

Official Selection
CULVER CITY
Film Festival

IF IT ISN’T LOVE

Director: Clarence Williams IV 9:41
A young woman learns that some relationships aren’t
worth saving.

IN THE DEFENSE AGAINST
TYRANNY

Director: Felix Igori Ramos 1:25:11
In the defense against tyranny a Patriot must rise.

www.culvercityfilmfestival.com
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IN THE SAME DIRECTION:
JEFF PIFHER & SOCRATES’ TRIAL
Director: Alexander Craven 17:00
From the inception of a musical idea, through the
recording process and live performance, this short
documentary tells the story of Jeff Pifher ...

INCOMING IMPACT

Director: Arek Zasowski 8:54
Escaped from their distant planet Meroni 1, Max and
Melanie are happily living on Earth, until one day…

INFINITY

Directors: Bryce Harrow and
Rob Harrow 4:35
A man figures out how to live forever and tries to
convince his wife to join him.

INSTANT DOCTOR

Director: Diogo Gameiro
and The Youth 6:40
What will the future of healthcare hold? Will algorithms
eclipse doctors entirely? We hope not.

INTERDICTION

Director: Emmy Newman 10:47
A fed-up government employee seeks to avenge the
death of his fiancé and fight for the right to create.

INTREPID

Director: Øivind Næss 9:14
When a young huntress decides to track a stranger in
the wild, calamity ensues.

IPHELTATHIORDIE

Director: Mandy Fabian 8:52
How much are you willing to pledge?

22
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ISLAND OF MINE

Director: Rhys Green, Nye Green 3:35
A girl stranded on a desert couch in the middle of a
house party dreams of the one that got away...

IT FELT GOOD

Director: William Nicol 4:35
Welcome to a day in the life of an auditioning actor.

IT’S OKAY

Director: Justin Giddings and
Ryan Patrick Welsh 9:02
In this Black Mirror-esque tale, a couple revisit key
moments of their past, only for their memories to take
an unexpected turn.

JIMMY

Director: Bryce Harrow, Rob Harrow 5:12
Peter helps Rodney catch his cheating girlfriend.

JOHNNY ANARCHY

Director: James Abroms 14:02
After the death of his bandmate, a young punk rocker,
banned from the memorial, decides to crash it dressed
as the band’s mascot, Johnny Anarchy.

JON VALENTINE

Director: Chase Davis 6:31
8-year-old Shay spends the day at her Grandparents
house with her best-friend JV, enjoying their time together despite realities that seek to stop their fun.

JUST US

Director: Alycia L. Cooper 12:15
When a blast from the past appears, a prominent judge
must confront the evil he has gotten away with.

23
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KAERU

Director: Elias Djemil 2:36
In search of the being of light within.

KATO: A NEW PAGE

Director: Vincent Eclavea Jr. 13:35
An AAPI Empowerment Story.

KESI

Director: Daniel Maggio 23:50
On the eve of her 21st birthday, Kesi and her band of
stuffed animals travel back home for her alcoholic
Mother’s funeral.

KILLING SMALL ANIMALS

Director: Marcus Svanberg 10:39
A woman gets overwhelmed by anxiety and does something she never thought herself capable of and once
she’s started, she can’t seem to stop.

KUBRIC

Director: Anthony Greco 13:53
Eleanor must find her way out of Kubric before she fades
into nonexistence.

LAND OF LOVE

Director: Alejandra Vidal 1:19
A woman creates her own magical world of love in order
to escape the downward spiral of society.

LET GO: LETTING GO

Director: Arek Zasowski 20:00
Henk had a dream job and love of his life. After an
accident, left alone with a big void to fill in, Henk tries to
find the way to move on with his life and accept that his
fiancée is gone.
24
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LET HER KNOW

Director: Dun Jin 21:38
Rebellious teenager, Lin, defies his mother’s wishes by
dropping out of school to pursue a career as a writer.

LIFE

Director: Mirlande Amazan 31:05
The intrapersonal fragility of a psychologist’s life is revealed as she helps others navigate through the issues
in their own lives.

LIKE NOTHING HAPPENED

Director: Catherine Black 12:54
A loving couple hopes to start a family but struggles
to keep their marriage alive after a miscarriage leaves
them isolated and alone.

LONG PIG

Director: Riccardo Suriano 8:30
Evil is always just around the corner.

LOVE IS NOT ENOUGH

Director: Cristian Mamani 1:20:00
An x-ray about the end of a relationship where the love
vanished and the silent gaze of the children.

LUCY & LIONEL

Director: Mark Broe 10:25
I love you to death.

LUPITA

Director: Jose Feng 17:00
A woman must face her past traumas to discover the
disappearance of her mother.

25
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MADE IN AMERICA

Director: Armida Lopez TBA
When hope is lost, life comes in full circle.

MAGIC MAX

Director: Kathern Dahlstrom 1:32:00
After a tragic loss of both parents, 11-year-old Tim Hart is
forced to live with his immensely immature Uncle who
is, a second rate magician. and who, with the help of his
nephew, tries to cultivate his last hand at love.

MANASANAMAHA

Director: Deepak Reddy 16:37
With proper treatment, those living with a mental health
struggle can lead happy, successful lives.

MARRY F*CK KILL

Director: Matt Ferrucci 14:10
Recently divorced, Dave Royce is set up with the seemingly perfect but mysterious Allison. As the layers of her
dark past start to unfold, Dave must ultimately chose
how far he’s willing to go to find love again.

ME, MY MEDS, & MY MOTHER

Director: Kat Conway 15:00
A dramedy about a dysfunctional mother-daughter
relationship both with disabilities.

MISPERCEPTION

Director: Calvin Greer 10:51
Judge not a book by it’s cover, read the whole story.

MORIAH

Director: Nathan Tape 14:00
In the 70’s in the Deep South, an estranged son is violently reunited with his father against his will.

26
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MOTHER’S WISHES

Director: Kendall Christianson 13:36
After years apart, a young man reluctantly takes a trip
with his father, in an attempt to rekindle something
between the two that has been long lost for decades.

MOVING DAY

Director: Curtis Clark 9:39
When Jamie moves out of the home he used to share
with Sophie, it finally motivates the two former lovers to
have an honest conversation about why their relationship fell apart.

MURDER OF CROWS

Director: Webb Montgomery 9:59
On an aging farm in the middle of nowhere, two scarecrows traverse a complicated relationship when one of
them doesn’t have the heart to scare.

MUTABLE SPIRALS OF ASCENTION

Director: Jessica Gomula-Kruzic 9:12
A dance for camera work that follows two dancers as
they navigate Shanghai’s bustling streets, urban forests
and massive industrial sites in search of connections
to wild.

MY FAMILY TREES

Director: Roshi Givechi 17:56
A bittersweet tale about a man from Iran who took unconventional measures to stitch his family back together
in Kansas...one single tree at a time.

MY HERO

Director: Logan Jackson 12:49
As last-minute plans for a babysitter fall apart, eightyear-old Brandon is left alone to oversee his younger
brother Mason.

NINA

Director: Paul Lucero 15:00
Nina loses her mother in a tragic car accident, she
realizes boxing is her only way out.
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NO RUNNERS

Director: Kyle Cowling 15:49
Struggling to cope with the realization that the one thing
he loves most (his motorcycle) has lead him into a battle
with his own mental health, Trevor Stewart goes on a
journey, alone, to face his demons

NOLAN HERE NOR THERE

Director: Wilfred Dieter 1:29:00
A coming of age story for a new generation.

NOTHING NEW

Director: Jan Lashly 13:14
Two people reluctantly spend the morning together after
a one-night stand.

ODD BIRD

Director: Katy Dore 8:45
When a young man makes the long drive home to share
his truth with his conservative family, he fears it’s the
last time he’ll be welcome.

OLD CLIFF RISING

Director: Curtis Roland 21:34
In a small deserted desert town, Cliff, a handicapped
and isolated man in his mid-60’s, comes to a transformational life moment during the robbing of his gas
station that sets him on a path he has been trying....

ON THE LAM

Director: Stephen Folker 3:00
A man will do whatever it takes to escape his next task...

ONE OF THESE DAYS

Director: Aaron Wilson 24:57
A Latino police officer clings to the belief that the institution is there to serve all citizens.
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ORISHA

Director: Drew Anthony 23:03
When Brennan begins experiencing Stigmata, his
friends Rody and Kira must find a way to save him from
the clutches of a powerful deity.

OUTSIDE

Director: Rio Contrada 14:17
A homeless teen tries to befriend a suburban privateschooler while procuring him a bottle of booze.

PAPERWORK

Director: Jeff Nord 1:02
An office clerk goes about his typical day, only to find
work chases him wherever.

PATRICK IS OUTSIDE

Director: Carsten Woike 29:59
A young woman visits her in-laws with her boyfriend to
find out that there is a dark family secret that has to do
with the outcast brother of her boyfriend.

PEOPLE SHOW 138: LAST DAY

Director: Gareth Brierley 15:00
A short dreamlike drama about power, loss and loyalty.

PET’S FOR LIFE

Director: Jamie Bourne 4:18
Meet paul and his pet zombie chris for this
mockumentary spectacular.

PILOT ERROR

Director: Joe Anderson 1:54:22
A reporter struggles to find out why a plane with 228
passengers has disappeared.
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PINK OPAQUE

Director: Derrick Perry 1:30:00
Los Angeles film student struggles to graduate while
navigating a budding romance against his girlfriend’s
older brother’s wishes and reconnecting with his
estranged uncle leading to an unfamiliar look ...

PRESERVATION

Director: Benjamin L. Connell 13:00
A naive, young man is confronted with the decision to
accept the truth about his family or defend a lie.

PUT YOUR F--ING PHONE DOWN
Director: Jordan Rockwell 5:57
You can’t escape.

Q&A

Director: Ken Alan Gregg 10:40
A man fears for his life after being taken captive and
asked questions he cannot answer.

REASON

Director: Graeme Finlayson 18:38
Is life a series of accidents, or does everything happen
for a reason?

REDBIRD

Director: Shana Gagnon 6:48
A young woman is wandering around a cemetery by
herself. The year is 2020 in the coronavirus pandemic.
Out of the blue, she is startled by someone the named
“Michael,” who has an important message for her.

RELAPSE

Director: Aron Davidsson 14:48
An alcoholic loses his job, pregnant wife, and house
after relapsing.
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REVENGE OF THE SOGGY
DUMPLING

Director: Dan Kroll 18:34
A fierce villain with magical powers challenges a
hapless hero over the fate of his sister.

RINSE AND REPEAT

Director: Jacob Ehrlich 16:50
An immigrant restaurant worker shares his plan to
transport his family across the border with a wealthy
college student, yet the plan is complicated by his
drug-addicted and abusive roommate.

ROLLING EMOTIONS

Director: Ethan Hasse 28:24
A grief stricken young woman finds a tragic piece of
history buried on a beach.

RSVP

Director: Christopher A Rivera 10:12
Fawaz’s 25th birthday party goes awry when the guests
discover that they cannot escape. Tensions rise and
friendships are tested as everyone searches for a way
out – if there is one.

RUDY

Director: Elizabeth Dean 4:00
A young reindeer in the North Pole gets a valuable
lesson about the Golden Rule.

RUN RABBIT RUN

Director: Ilya Polyakov 20:00
A lone rancher’s quiet life is disrupted by the arrival of a
mysterious young runaway.

RUNNER

Director: Jack Murillo 10:30
On a sleepless night, a young father-to-be learns about
the unpredictable nature of life.
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SAASY

Director: Joe Kelly 12:35
Can coffee, weed and love get you through the
workday?

SALMAN BIN HAMAD

Director: Eva Daoud 29:00
One of the first acts by His Royal Highness Prince
Salman Bin Hamad Al-Khalifa after being sworn in as
Crown Prince in March 1999 was the establishment of
the Crown Prince International Scholarship Program.

SALSERO IN PURGATORY

Director: Antonio De La Cruz 22:12
A graphic designer loses his job and things spiral out of
control.

SECRET

Director: Victoria V.A. Jones 5:19
He must learn quickly in this game of chess because his
next move may be his last.

SERGEANTS JACOB AND OLIVIA
BARNES

Director: Jessica Siletzky 11:08
A dual active duty married couple in the U.S. Marines
gets confronted with infidelity forcing them to face their
dysfunctional intimacy issues ...

SEVERANCE

Director: John Robert Hammerer 17:03
During their last week of work at a closing warehouse,
the bond between two friends disintegrates.

SIDEWINDER

Director: TK Shom 13:13
Her hunt became an obsession
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SILENCE

Director: Rabail Khan 2:27
A new father experiences the joys of raising a family, but
struggles with the threat of losing what he loves most.

SINS IN THE SYNTH

Director: Mario Ronaldo Garcia 8:25
A robot wants to learn how to smile.

SIX WINDOWS

Director: Paul Goodman 32:28
The span of one couples relationship from the
perspectives of three generations.

SKIDOO RUINS

Director: Craig Calman 29:25
Eccentric World War II vets Mr. Pottle and Mr. Leer
decide to finally enter the 21st Century. And not a
moment too soon.

SLIGHTLY DEAD

Director: André Eriksen 16:31
Regretting his decision to walk out on his marriage, Bob
Turner returns to his hometown after a long absence
to discover that getting his life back is tougher than he
could have ever imagined.

SO OCD

Director: Jason Avezzano 6:29
A social 20-something with severe Obsessive Compulsive Disorder successfully keeps her struggle hidden
while trying to maintain a semblance of “normalcy.”

SOFT SHELL

Director: Jan Bross 7:40
After being dumped by his girlfriend, a man becomes
strangely infatuated with a plush toy lobster she left
behind.
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SOME ENCHANTED EVENING

Director: Charles Geyer 22:42
A no- nonsense NYC professional, has been on 250
dates in the last years. A passive history professor, is
back in the game after a broken marriage. Could this
chemistry ever work?

SOMETHING IS IN THE HOUSE

Director: Elijah Roberts 4:20
A young man wakes up in the middle of the night to the
sound of his front door closing, and gets out of bed to
search for whatever just entered his home.

SONANT

Director: Vik Ramen 15:47
Seth and Hannah Baker investigate a strange audio
file sent by a mother who is looking for her missing
daughter, Marissa.

SONG

Director: Sid Patwa 15:00
In a single moment, Indian-American man, Sai, defies
convention and risks everything he built in his life to
chase his long-lost dream of being a music producer.

STANDING OVATION

Director: Chase Gutzmore 19:47
Charles Henderson has been cast as the lead in a play
about slavery written and directed by acclaimed director Kurt Santiago.

STROKE OF FATE

Directors: Aharon Jinjihashvili 11:45
Why are families so complicated?

SUDDENLY SINGLE IN
THE SUBURBS

Directors: Denise Parella, Eric Francis
Melaragni 16:25
Turns out marriage isn’t always forever and Prince
Charming might just be a myth.
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SUGAR

Directors: Alex Advocaat,
Robert Hollocher 21:41
Auggie, melancholy after a break-up finds himself
turning to alcohol and Grindr to find solace for his
loneliness.

SUMMER NIGHTS

Director: Erik Olson 1:03:12
A group of girls fight the system, only for it to fight back.

SUPERHEROES SIDLINED

Director: Jeremy Hartt 7:03
Four superheroes participate in a group therapy session
while sidelined during the COVID-19 pandemic. As they
discuss how their daily routines have changed, the
heroes vent frustrations and make personal ...

SURPRESSED 2020:
THE RIGHT TO VOTE

Director: Robert Greenwald 39:50
Connects the dots between the current pandemic and
your ability to vote.

SURRENDERING NINA

Director: Jeremy Jung 9:48
After meeting a new friend named Paige, Nina finds
herself overindulging in the drug scene of rave culture.

TALK

Director: Boulanger Romuald 24:50
In a Los Angeles radio station, the host of an emblematic
night talk show gives advice to live callers. One call
might destroy his career, his family, and his life.

TEST CITY USA

Director: Kyle Skinner 1:33:37
Exploring this moment in time for the city of Columbus,
Ohio how the ecosystem evolved, and the challenges of
what comes next.
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THANK YOU KINDLY

Director: Noah Weisberg 18:33
Two people at a crossroads in life find inspiration in one
another through a chance encounter, but who knew just
just how much one night could change their lives.

THE AMERICAN DREAM

Director: Baldev Sandhu 5:22
Three immigrants about to cross the border sit around
a fire and discuss what “The American Dream” means
to them.

THE AUTUMN BRIDGE

Director: Felix Igori Ramos 14:55
How can I mend you when all you seek is scars on top
of scars?

THE BODY

Director: Adam Weber 11:55
A hit man and his potential protege are tasked with
burying a body in the countryside but the seemingly
simple job takes an unexpected turn.

THE BODY OF CHRIST

Director: Mark Mascolo 13:13
A priest questions his faith and his sanity.

THE CELINE ARCHIVE

Director: Celine P. Shimizu 1:09:00
Adulteress, traitor, heroine, or prey? In 1932, Celine
Navarro was buried alive by her community in Northern
California. This film digs up herstory.

THE CHOICE

Director: Anna Kudinova 17:56
A beautiful and kind lady who wants to tell people about
the Heavenly Land, from where everyone came to Earth,
but ends up in prison.
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THE DEFT

Director: E.N. Reynolds 14:45
Siblings Zach and Esther struggle to deal with the
emotional impact of their abusive father’s death. While
they attempt to cope in different ways their sibling bond
deteriorates after Zach’s friend, Carter, moves back ...

THE DISPENSABLE

Director: Robert J Morgalo 21:22
As the world grapples with a the novel coronavirus that
caused a global pandemic, the clash of economic interests and the public health is brought into stark focus.

THE FAMILY TREE

Director: Jorge Ameer 2:11:00
A Christmas story based on a Panamanian tradition.

www.culvercityfilmfestival.com
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THE FATAL FLAW

Director: Eric Weber 19:00
An American housewife discovers what her husband
really did during his 6 month business trip to Japan.

THE FEAR

Director: Chanin Russo 11:59
A grieving veteran seeks to reunite with his deceased
lover in the afterlife.

THE GREAT ATCHAFALAYA BASIN

Director: Jim Wilmer 8:30
Efforts to save the Atchafalaya Basin are highlighted
with stunning visuals of the largest wetland and swamp
in the United States.

THE HOSTESS

Director: Rosalie Alspach 7:33
There’s no time for crying during the dinner rush.

THE KIDS ARE STILL HERE

Director: Christopher Ninness 23:52
A mysterious 60 year old disease affects children in
Northern Uganda.

THE LAND: OUR FIRST ROOT

Director: Carlo Guttadauro 2:50
A land that is like a hearth. A hearth that has its roots
deep in the ponca and flies above the hills and stretching out in an endless dance.

THE LAST FIRST DATE

Director: Sarah Wylie 12:57
The last first date.
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THE MESSAGE

Director: Catherine Phillips 38:26
When Mary dies at 101 without saying goodbye to her
daughter she triees to sends her a message of warning.

THE MOOD

Director: Sing Lathan 30:00
Michael Mwenso and his band’s very first tour date.

THE NEW ABOLITIONISTS

Director: Christina Zorich 1:38:35
Filmmaker Christina Zorich follows four NGOs throughout Southeast Asia as they fight to affect change and
end human sex trafficking.
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THE ONLY ASIAN

Director: Michael Chan 1:07
There can be only one... Asian.

THE PHOTO

Director: Marcus Greco 5:52
A young man is heartbroken and alone, until in his
dream he reunites with his true love.

THE REDEEMER

Director: Harry Locke IV 22:00
Half lawman. Half outlaw. Fully damned.

THE SHOWDOWN

Director: Alex Zea 8:50
A woman, who after years of abuse, rises to overcome
obstacles to succeed in business and love.

THE SLEEPLESS

Director: Kami Sadraei 7:08
An ordinary psychotherapy session takes a shocking
turn.

THE STORY OF SPECIAL
WOODSTOCK

Director: Erin Rooke 42:36
Inspired by Woodstock ‘69, the message of peace love
and acceptance is encapsulated in the homegrown
music festival, Special Woodstock.

THE SUICIDE OF LILLIAN SELLERS
Director: Rudi Womack 15:57
After the unexpected suicide of his cousin, a man
investigates the mysterious circumstances.
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THE SYSTEM

Director: Michael Cruz 28:33
A group of minority teens struggle to stay out of harm’s
way in a town hell bent on making them the villains in
the war on drugs.

THE THRILL

Director: Jaison Sydney Blackwater 19:54
A fast-talking, prestigious gambler is plotted against
by his money laundering accountant, and her opioid
consuming friend.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE GIFTED KING
Director: EM 11/21 TBA
TBD

Official Selection
CULVER CITY
Film Festival

THE TREACHERY OF LOVE

Director: June Ann D’Angelo 6:23
An art film that just exists and breathes and whispers to
your libido.

THE VIRUS

Director: Evie Abat 3:12
In the midst of a global pandemic, a deluded woman
gets schooled by her loyal best friend about the dangers
of the real virus: her boyfriend.

THE VOYAGER

Director: Aaron Jablon 13:35
A wayward young man finds a pocket-watch that can
freeze time, only to realize its dangerous consequences.

THIS IS NOT ACTING, THIS IS HELL
Director: Spider One 8:06
An arrogant acting coach gives his class a lesson in
manifesting a monster, but things go horribly wrong
when one student takes the lesson literally.
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TO CATCH A KILLER

Director: Jay Nunez 29:57
Someone is killing young high school girls. April, the
daughter of Dr. Preston Cameron is in the killer’s sights
as the next victim. Will Dr. Cameron catch the killer
before it’s too late and April’s the next victim?

TODDY

Director: Chris Noltekuhlmann 4:30
Toddy loves pinball machines. A cinematic short
documentary about a passioned pinball enthusiast.

TOM OF YOUR LIFE

Director: Jer Sklar 1:35:25
An entire life... in just one day.

TRANSPO

Director: Parker Ronan 4:55
A young woman awakens in the post-op world of the secret ICE organ trade, where immigrants find themselves
prey to nefarious ICE agents.

UNHAPPY HOLIDAY

Director: Anna Haas 4:18
The holidays aren’t always merry. It’s a tears-in-yourbeer honky tonk blue Christmas with singer/songwriter
Katie Garibaldi’s new music video “Unhappy Holiday.”

UNSPOKEN WORDS

Director: Scott F. Evans 5:30
A young woman struggles to find something to keep her
together before everything falls apart.

UNUS POPULUS

Director: Ian Lauer 11:55
A cop pulls over a civilian of a different race and death
is on the line.
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US MX

Director: Joseph Hooten 16:00
In the not too distant future, we follow a mother, and her
daughter, as they race against the clock to immigrate
across the U.S./Mexican border before sunrise.

VIDA

Director: Bita Elahian 9:45
An Iranian Immigrant mom who lives in NYC, after the
first Executive Order 13769 (January 27, 2017)- the original travel ban changes her life forever ...

VIRTUOSO

Director: Nico Amedeo 14:26
Music is meant to be pleasing.
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VISCERA

Director: Ashlee Macropoulos 10:00
An experimental variation on Alice Through The Looking
Glass,

WAITING FOR A RIDE

Director: Joshua Nazaroff 7:35
A janitor gets off his graveyard shift and waits for his
usual bus home when a mysterious message kicks off a
series of confrontations that challenge his comfortable
routine.

WANNA PICK ME UP?

Director: Eric Rich 10:03
Inspired by true events, Eric tries desperately to find a
way back home after he discovers a terrifying secret
about Frank’s parents.

WE STAND TOGETHER

Directors: Helen Alexis Yonov 2:00
This is about the unity and support between every
woman.

WHAT BRINGS YOU IN EP4

Director: Hardy Awadjie 14:45
Dr. Park opens up his practice in prestigious LA. These
are his clients.

WHEN WE DANCE

Director: Charles Pieper 11:40
On the night of his wife’s funeral, a widower finds an old
record of the song that was playing when they first met.

WHERE TO NOW

Director: Brady Bryson 20:53
After the death of his wife and son a man struggles
with the mundane existence of day to day life until, in
a chance encounter, he comes face to face with the
woman who killed them.
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WHISTLING BRIDGE

Director: Sohee Kim 5:05
Landscapes burst through a peephole creating
fragmented polyphonic space on the screen.

WHITE PICKET FENCE

Director: Summer Schantz 7:38
Two boys break into houses and pretend to be the people who live there, until they realize where home truly is.

WHORE: TABLE #6

Director: Nino Mancuso 6:13
Eternally optimistic British actress has yet to find her
feet in LA, but a special project from her might buck the
trend.

WISPER

Director: Russell Emanuel 1:30:18
The true story of the murder of an upper middle-class
African American family in Northern N.J.

WITH A SINGLE LEG

Director: Gabriel Santos 23:19
An incredibly talented and promising Latino wrestler,
when diagnosed with cancer, has to learn the hard way
that the American dream only applies as long as you
fulfill its needs.

WITH LOVE, WYATT

Director: Sabrina Morgan, Natalia Filson
9:00
A vampire psychologist finds out his new patient is the
daughter he never knew he had.

WOLFHUNTERS

Director: Chris Oconnell 3:01
In a future Los Angeles, a young federal agent confronts
a deadly monster once thought to be nothing more than
mere myth.
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WONDERLAND

Director: Padrick Ritch 6:43
A young woman makes one last trip to the beach before
leaving town.

Additional Films
ALTA VISTA

Directors: Joe Clarke 1:28:00
A screenwriter struggles to cope with the loss of his
father, while getting himself entangled in Hollywood’s
underworld.

TELL ME SOMETHING

Directors: Leanne Melissa Bishop 9:00
A woman driven to a deep depression by isolation
during the COVID-19 quarantine finds an unexpected
human connection when she makes a video call to a
suicide prevention hotline.

Thank you for joining us!

Culver City
FILM FESTIVAL®

www.culvercityfilmfestival.com
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Love Film Festivals?

Get current info on upcoming festivals, submit your films,
and more on our festival sites:
www.siliconbeachfilmfestival.com www.silverstatefilmfestival.com www.marinadelreyfilmfestival.com www.goldenstatefilmfestival.com
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